Jabra Biz 2300 QD – corded headsets

Datasheet

Jabra Biz 2300 QD
Make every conversation
a great sounding experience
World class sound

Reasons to choose

Take your brand to a higher level with the power of better conversations. Jabra Biz 2300 is compatible with all leading desk phones1.

Jabra Biz 2300 QD

Great customer conversation

• Crystal clear sound – breath resistant microphone with
noise cancelation

Jabra Biz 2300 will ensure every customer conversation becomes
a great experience. Biz 2300 features Hybrid Wideband speaker
performance and best-in-class noise cancelation.

Comfortable all day long

Jabra Biz 2300 blends light-weight yet durable construction with
an unobtrusive, professional Scandinavian design aesthetic. The
headset works hard, looks great and is designed for easy daily handling. It is a headset built to be comfortable all day long.

Built to last

Jabra Biz 2300 is built with total cost of ownership in mind. Beside
360˚ degree rotating break proof boom arm and reinforced cord,
Biz 2300 is built to withstand any punishment a high-performing
user can give.

Works with1:

Desk phone

1.
Jabra Biz 2300 QD is compatible with all leading desk phones.
Precise guidelines can be found at
www.jabra.com/headsets-and-speakerphones/compatibilityguide

• Advanced build – durable cord and break proof boom arm
• Superior comfort – 20% lighter than competitors with
padded ear cushions

Jabra Biz 2300 QD - Quick Start Guide

01 How to connect
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02 How to use

Jabra Biz 2300 QD - Features
Air shock microphone

Reinforced cord

FreeSpin

PeakStop™ hearing protection

Noise canceling microphone

Talk in comfort

When the microphone is close to the mouth of the user, there is a risk
of respiratory noise. To reduce it, the microphone is designed aerodynamically, and with many small holes instead of a larger hole. In
addition, there is included foam on the inside of the microphone.
Overall, it reduces the penetration of air shocks to the microphone,
which optimizes the call quality.
The unbreakable 360° swiveling boom arm ensures that end-users
always have the option to customize the location of the microphone
optimally in relation to current needs without exposing the boom arm
to any break risk.

Noise Canceling microphones reduce unwanted background noise
and are ideal in crowded and noisy, open office environments.

Reinforced cords help to deliver performance and value to end user by
providing excellent robustness, fatigue resistance and durability, which
in total contributes to the cords overall quality, and by that reduces the
headset’s total cost of ownership.

PeakStop™ technology immediately removes potentially harmful loud
sounds or tones before they reach your ears and keeps the sound level
within the safe range to protect your hearing.

Assure total comfort with a wide range of styles that match your
individual needs and personal fit requirements. Our light, ergonomically
designed frames along with soft ear cushions, adjustable headbands
and microphone boom will guarantee that your headset will be comfortable all day long.

Jabra.com/Biz2300

Jabra Pro 920 – wireless headset

Datasheet

Jabra Pro 920
Wireless Headset
The Pro 920 is an easy to use, professional wireless headset
with great sound making it ideal for contact center agents and
customer service advisors.

Stay connected to your customers around the office

Reasons to choose

Take calls from the desk phone directly on the headset.
Available in DECT version, with several mono and duo variants
for desk phones.

Jabra Pro 920 wireless headsets

Enjoy clear sounding calls and user safety

• Enjoy clear sounding calls

With HD voice, noise-reducing speakers and a noise cancelling
microphone, you can hold lifelike, vibrant conversations. Jabra
SafeTone™ enhanced hearing protection technology limits average volume exposure during your working day to keep it within
acoustic standards.

• Stay connected to your customers around the office
• Up to 120 meters/395 feet range and 8 hours battery time
• Our most user friendly professional wireless headset
• Optimized for use with all leading desk phone systems

Catch customer calls all day

Walk and talk up to 120 meters/395 feet away from your desk
for improved collaboration, multi-tasking and productivity. The
Pro 920 delivers a minimum of 8 hours battery life with easy
charging via the base unit.

Intuitive design for fast user adoption

This plug and play headset comes with a pre-connected charging
base so you can make calls straight away. The lightweight frame,
soft ear cushions and adjustable headband and microphone boom
ensure the headset is comfortable all day long.

Mono Verison

Works with

desk phone
Certified:

D
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Duo Version

Jabra Pro 920 - Product overview
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You need assistance to connect the headset to your phone? Please refer to the user manual or go to www. jabra.com/support
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Jabra Pro 920 - Features
Crystal clear sound

Remote Call Control

HD Voice – Wideband audio

SafeTone™

Digital Signal Processing for clearer sound
Clear sound is essential for a good conversation not to mention call
efficiency and accuracy. Digital Signal Processing (DSP) in Jabra audio
devices will remove background noise and echo as well as protect
the user against sudden high peaks in volume. Call handling time and
potential misunderstandings are significantly reduced.

Seamless integration between your phone and headset
Answer and end calls on the Jabra audio device with seamless integration between your phone and headset. The remote call control gives
you the power to multitask and be productive. With a Jabra wireless
audio device you can control your call even when you are away from
your desk.

High quality audio for crystal clear conversations
Enjoy high-definition sound with HD Voice and get crystal clear, intelligible communication. You get life-like, vibrant conversations where
you can focus on the content and don’t have to struggle to understand
what the person on the other end of the line is saying.

Enhanced hearing protection
Jabra SafeTone™ includes Jabra PeakStop™ and Jabra IntelliTone™,
the enhanced hearing protection technology. Benefit from clear, crisp
and automatic limitation of average volume exposure during your
workday according to acoustic standards and regulations. A feature that
offers you significant confidence, safety and comfort while enhancing
the quality of your communication.

Noise canceling microphone

Talk in comfort

120 Meter / 350 Feet wireless freedom

8-hour battery life

Reduces unwanted background noise
Noise Canceling microphones reduce unwanted background noise
and are ideal in crowded and noisy, open office environments.

Hands-free communication up to 120 meters / 350 feet
Get wireless mobility up to 120 meters / 350 feet to fully control
your Jabra hands-free solution with DECT technology.
Answer calls, multitask and move freely around on your terms.

Be kind to your ears
Assure total comfort with a wide range of styles that match your
individual needs and personal fit requirements. Our light, ergonomically
designed frames along with soft ear cushions, adjustable headbands
and microphone boom will guarantee that your headset will be comfortable all day long.

Talk up to 8 hours with no battery life concerns
A wireless audio device would not be a useful tool without an
incredible battery life. Even with so much performance packed into
such a small space, it still lasts up to 8 hours on a single charge.
So you can talk and work as long as you want.

Jabra.com/pro920

Jabra Motion UC+

Datasheet

Jabra Motion UC+
Bluetooth Mono Headset
Motion Sensor intelligence
Jabra Motion is the ultimate headset featuring a unique
intelligent motion sensor that allows you to effortlessly take or
make that important call wherever you are. Featuring the best
that the latest technology has to offer, Jabra Motion is above
and beyond your expectations.

Jabra Motion also features NFC technology* for easy pairing simply tap the headset on your smartphone and you’re easily
connected to take and make calls or stream your favorite
multimedia – music, GPS and podcasts. It’s really the only
headset you’ll ever need!

With the built-in motion sensor and advanced microphones,
Jabra Motion intelligently adapts to your surroundings when
you’re on-the-go or working in the office. The unique flip-boom
arm has integrated wind-noise protection technology, so you
don’t have to worry about noise interference during your calls
even in windy conditions. With Jabra Motion you get the best-inclass sound experience delivered through advanced patent
pending technologies.

Reasons to choose

Jabra Motion UC+
• Sound adapts to motion and environment
• Intuitive flip-boom with wind-noise protection
• Personalized comfort – adapts to any ear
*Device dependent

The motion sensor also adds to the intuitive handling of your
incoming and outgoing calls – simply pick up the headset and put
it on your ear to automatically answer a call. But if your hands
are busy, it’s as easy as using your voice to control the headset.
Whichever way suits you the best in a given moment, you’re free
to carry on with your daily tasks.
Jabra Motion has been designed with your personalized comfort
in mind – with Jabra’s legacy of the behind-the-ear wearing style
and unique height adjustment of the speakertower, you can wear
the headset in a way that makes you feel most comfortable. And
when you’re done using it, simply fold the flip-boom arm and put
the headset in your pocket to take it with you.

Jabra.co.uk/motion

Jabra Motion Quick Start Guide
1. Connection

2. Wearing

Connecting with a bluetooth device

Height adjustment
Get the perfect fit for your ear by
adjusting the height of the speaker
up or down.

1.

2.

	
While
pressing the Call button, open
the flip boom-arm. Release the
Call button when the Bluetooth
light flashes blue.

Left or right ear wearing style
The headset can be worn on the left or right ear. To switch ear:
1. 	Pull the speaker all the way down.
2. Rotate the speaker 180°.
3. Twist the eargel around to fit.

	
Wear
on the ear and
follow the voice-guided
connection instructions.

Connecting with an NFC device
To pair using an NFC-enabled device, refer to
the online user manual.

3. Usage
Volume
touch-sensitive
panel

On/off

Open or close the flip boom-arm

Answer call

Open the flip boom-arm, or tap the call button if the
boom-arm is open

Busy light indicator

End call

Close the boom-arm, or tap the call button

LED indicators

Reject call

Double-tap the call button when there is an incoming call

Redial last
number

Double-tap the call button when not on a call

Adjust Speaker
volume

Slide a finger up/down the Volume touch-sensitive panel

Voice commands

Tap the Voice and Mute microphone button when not on a
call, until you hear ‘Say a command’.
Say ‘What can I say?’ for a list of voice commands

Mute microphone

Tap the Voice and Mute microphone button
during a call

Call button

Voice and Mute
microphone button

Did you know?
You can download the User Manual at jabra.co.uk/motion to learn more
about additional features such as Advanced MultiUse, NFC and motion
sensor interactivity. The Jabra Connect app is now available for your
android or iOS device.

Connectivity

Note
It takes 2 hours to fully charge the headset.

Features

Benefits

Jabra Link 360 USB
Bluetooth adapter

The Jabra Link 360 USB adapter comes pre-connected to the Motion UC + to work
out of the box with laptops, and lets you move up to 100 meters. (330 feet) away

Voice Control

Take or make calls with your voice

Bluetooth® Class 1
Mobile phones, Tablets

Easy Bluetooth® connection to tablets and mobile phones

Full compatibility with
UC systems & VoIP clients

Seamless integration and call control with leading UC systems/PC softphones, such
as Microsoft Lync, IBM Sametime, Cisco, Avaya and Skype

NFC for easy pairing*
Up to 100 meters (330 feet) range
Audio

Ease of use

Accessories

Wideband Audio/HD Voice

High quality audio for best possible sound

Bluetooth A2DP

Multimedia streaming

Rechargeable battery

Up to 7 hours talk time / Up to 15 days standby time

Intuitive flip-boom

With wind-noise protection

Intuitive Call Control

Answers the call automatically when picked up

Noise Blackout (dual mic)

Wind-Noise Protection & HD Voice for better sound experience

Power Nap

Battery saving mode

Voice Guidance

Tells you how to pair your device, your connection status and more

In the box

1 Jabra Motion headset,1 hard carry case, 2 extra eargels (S,L), 1 USB cable,
1quick start guide, 1 warranty leaflet and 1 register paper Jabra Link 360
Bluetooth USB adapter

* Device dependent ** Link360 Bluetooth USB adapter only included in the UC SKU’s for internet calls.

Jabra.co.uk/motion

Datasheet

Jabra Speak 510+

Jabra Speak 510+
Portable speakerphone
Make every conference call productive
The Jabra Speak 510+ is a portable speakerphone that gives you the
power to turn any room into a conference room. Regardless of your
location and your timeline, you can now join the conversation
anytime, anywhere.

Slim and compact design
Get the perfect solution for audio conferencing on demand with a
compact and lightweight design, an integrated USB cable management
for quick set-up and a protective travel case.

Reasons to choose

Jabra Speak 510+
• Turn every room or space into a conference room.
• Choose between an office and a personal
speakerphone to call and multitask on your terms
– at the office, at home, or on the go.
• Experience an award-winning device recognized as #1 in
sound quality (voice and music) and #1 in design*.

Plug-and-play solution
Plug your USB cable or connect via Bluetooth®, and simply connect
Jabra Speak to your PC, tablet or smartphone. That’s it. You are ready
to dial in.

Outstanding sound quality
To get crystal-clear and natural sounding calls that allow attendees
to hear and speak clearly across any location.

Unlimited mobility
Choose Jabra Speak 510+ enhanced with Bluetooth to connect to
any mobile device and get the freedom to communicate on your
terms.

Optimal user experience
Benefit from full compatibility – including call control, with the
leading UC/Softphone solutions and any Bluetooth enabled cell
phone, smartphone or tablet.
Works with

* Please visit jabra.com/awards for more information

jabra.com/speak510

Jabra Speak 510+

Datasheet

Oﬃce or personal device?
Choose the Jabra Speak that best matches your needs.
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Jabra Speak 510+
Bluetooth and usb speakerphone
Your personal device to call and multitask on your terms – at the oﬃce, at
home, or on the go. Works with PCs and any Bluetooth enabled device.
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Mute
Bluetooth
Decrease volume
Answer call
Turn on/oﬀ
End call
Increase volume
Battery status
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Connectivity

Audio

Ease of use

Accessories

Features

Beneﬁts

Jabra Link 360 USB
Bluetooth adapter

The Jabra Link 360 USB adapter comes pre-connected to the Speak 510+ to work out of the
box with laptops, and lets you move up to 100 meters. (330 feet) away

USB cable

Plug-and-play connectivity to PC Softphone/UC systems

Bluetooth® Class 1
Mobile phones, Tablets

Easy Bluetooth® connection to tablets and mobile phones

Full compatibility with
UC systems & VoIP clients

Seamless integration and call control with leading UC systems/PC softphones, such as Microsoft Lync, IBM Sametime, Cisco, Avaya and Skype

Built-in omni-directional microphone

360-degree coverage enabling hands-free collaboration & allowing attendees to hear and be
heard from all angles

Digital Signal Processing
(DSP) technology

Crystal clear sound without echoes or distorted sounds even at max volume level

Wideband Audio/HD Voice

High quality audio for best possible sound

Bluetooth A2DP

Multimedia streaming

Rechargeable battery

Up to 15 hours talk time

LED indicators

Intuitive user interface

Built-in 3.5 mm headset port

Plug any headset to allow private conversations in open environments

Headset cable

Connect your corded “Quick Disconnect” headset to
Jabra Speak

AC adaptor

Recharge your Jabra Speak without a PC

jabra.com/speak510

